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Together these two companion volumes develop an innovative theory of world politics, grounded in the reinterpretation of the concepts of
‘world’ and ‘politics’ from an ontological perspective. Ontology and World Politics presents a new approach to political universalism,
grounded in the reinterpretation of world politics from an ontological perspective. In the discipline of International Relations the concept of
world politics remains ambivalent, functioning both as a synonym of international relations and their antonym, denoting the aspirations for the
overcoming of interstate pluralism in favour of a universalist politics of the global community or the world state. Rather than distinguish ‘world
politics’ from ‘international politics’ by its site, level or issues, Prozorov interprets it as another kind of politics. Drawing on Martin
Heidegger’s account of world disclosure and Alain Badiou’s phenomenology of worlds, this book posits world politics as a practice of the
affirmation of universal axioms across an infinite plurality of limited and particular situations or ‘worlds’. Prozorov reinterprets the familiar
principles of community, equality and freedom in ontological terms as attributes of pure being, subtracted from all positive determinations, and
presents them as axioms of universalist politics valid in any world whatsoever. This approach to world politics serves as the groundwork for a
comprehensive reconsideration of the central themes of political and international relations theory. Systematic and accessible, these works
will be key reading for all students and scholars of political science and international relations.
From the war on terror to the global financial crisis, traditional concepts of world politics are being challenged on a daily basis. In these
uncertain times, the study of international relations and the forces that shape them have never been more important. Written specifically for
students who are approaching this subject for the first time, World Politics is the most accessible, coherent and up-to-date account of the field
available. It covers the historical backdrop to today’s political situations, the complex interactions of states and non-state actors, the role of
political economy, human security in all its forms, and the ways in which culture, religion and identity influence events. World Politics takes a
new approach that challenges traditional interpretations, and will equip students with the knowledge and the confidence needed to tackle the
big issues.
This is an argument for reform of the traditional norms and structures of international relations. Brown's argument in this book, maintains that
world politics is in a crisis of incongruence between the world's traditional structure of governance (the nation-state system) and the most
important interactions of people. Symptoms of this systematic crisis include: the epidemic of violent inter-ethnic conflicts; secessionist and selfdetermination movements; waves of international terrorism; contraband in weapons and drugs and ecological threats to the health of living
organisms. This text's analysis probes beneath the surface of these events to determine their underlying causes and to find new policies and
institutions conducive to a more safe and just world order.
Over the past decade, there has been an unprecedented mobilization of street protests worldwide, from the demonstrations that helped bring
progressive governments to power in Latin America, to the Arab Spring, to Occupy movements in the United States and Europe, to
democracy protests in China. This edited volume investigates the current status, nature and dynamics of the new politics that characterizes
social movements from around the world that are part of this revolutionary wave. Spanning case studies from Latin America, North and South
Africa, the Middle East, Asia, Europe, and North America, this volume examines the varied manifestations of the current cycle of protest,
which emerged from the Global South and spread to the North and highlights their interconnections – the globalized nature of these social
movements. Analytically converging around Sidney Tarrow’s emphasis on protest cycles, political opportunity structures and identity, the
individual chapters investigate processes such as global framing, internationalization, diffusion, scale shifts, externalizations and transnational
coalition building to provide an analytic cartography of the current state of social movements as they are simultaneously globalizing while still
being embedded in their respective localities. Looking at new ways of thinking and new forms of challenging power, this comprehensive
volume will be of great interest to graduates and scholars in the fields of globalization, social movements and international politics.
This book engages the view that students of International Relations need to break with the habit of defining power in terms of military
capabilities of states. Featuring contributions from both upcoming and distinguished scholars, including Steven Lukes, Joseph Nye, and
Stefano Guzzini, it explores the nature and location of ‘power’ in international politics through a variety of conceptual lenses. With a
particular focus on the phenomenon of ‘soft’ power and different types of actors in a globalizing world, fifteen chapters assess the meaning
of ‘power’ from the perspectives of realism, constructivism, global governance, and development studies, presenting discussions ranging
from conceptual to practical oriented analyses. Power in World Politics attempts to broaden theoretical horizons to enrich our understanding
of the distribution of power in world politics, thereby also contributing to the discovery and analysis of new political spaces. This is essential
reading for all advanced students and scholars of international relations.
Fully revised and updated to cover the latest developments in world politics, the new edition of this highly successful textbook will once again
provide the ideal introduction for all students of International Relations. Written specially for those coming to the subject for the first time,this
text has been carefully edited by John Baylis and Steve Smith to ensure a coherent, accessible, and lively account of the globalization of
world politics.The book is accompanied by a dedicated WEBSITE - including powerpoint slides; further questions, maps, figures and table for
each chapter; and an interactive theory site 'IR Theory in Practice'. This site helps students fully understand IR theory and puts the theory into
practice with analysis ofreal-life issues.NEW TO THIS EDITION:DT Updated to reflect events since 1997, with more attention given to the
integration of the globalization theme throughout the book. DT The HISTORY section now has a new chapter by Michael Cox on
'International History since 1990' bringing the story of International Relations up to the present day.DT The THEORY section has been
significantly reorganized following feedback from teachers and includes a new chapter on 'Contemporary Mainstream Approaches' by Steve
Lamy. The new organization of this section allows more room to introduce to the main theories of International Relations (such asrealism and
liberalism) and to explain complex theoretical developments in more detail.DT The INTERNATIONAL ISSUES section now includes a chapter
on 'The Communications and Internet Revolution in IR' by Jonathan Aronson and a substantially revised chapter on 'Culture in World Affairs'
by Simon Murden. DT The book also includes new contributions on International Political Economy (Ngaire Woods) and European Integration
(Thomas Christiansen).DT NEW concluding section on 'Globalization in the Future': this new final section contains two chapters by leading
International Relations scholars - Andrew Linklater on 'Globalization and the Transformation of Political Community' and Ian Clark on
'Globalization and the Post-Cold War Order'.
Rethinking World Politics is a major intervention into a central debate in international relations: how has globalization transformed world
politics? Most work on world politics still presumes the following: in domestic affairs, individual states function as essentially unified entities,
and in international affairs, stable nation-states interact with each other. In this scholarship, the state lies at the center; it is what politics is all
about. However, Philip Cerny contends that recent experience suggests another process at work: "transnational neopluralism." In the old
version of pluralist theory, the state is less a cohesive and unified entity than a varyingly stable amalgam of competing and cross-cutting
interest groups that surround and populate it. Cerny explains that contemporary world politics is subject to similar pressures from a wide
variety of sub- and supra-national actors, many of which are organized transnationally rather than nationally. In recent years, the ability of
transnational governance bodies, NGOs, and transnational firms to shape world politics has steadily grown. Importantly, the rapidly growing
transnational linkages among groups and the emergence of increasingly influential, even powerful, cross-border interest and value groups is
new. These processes are not replacing nation-states, but they are forging new transnational webs of power. States, he argues, are
themselves increasingly trapped in these webs. After mapping out the dynamics behind contemporary world politics, Cerny closes by
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prognosticating where this might all lead. Sweeping in its scope, Rethinking World Politics is a landmark work of international relations theory
that upends much of our received wisdom about how world politics works and offers us new ways to think about the forces shaping the
contemporary world.
Demonstrates that world politics is more complex than conventional models can account for.
In this book, Mathias Albert develops an ambitious theoretical framework that describes world politics as a specific social system set within
the wider political system of world society. Albert's analysis of the historical evolution and contemporary form of world politics takes the theory
of social differentiation as its starting point. World politics is a specific, relatively recent form of politics and Albert shows how the development
of a distinct system of world politics first began during the long nineteenth century. The book goes on to identify the different forms of social
differentiation that underlie the variety of contemporary forms of organizing political authority in world politics. Employing sociological and
historical perspectives, A Theory of World Politics also reflects critically on its relation to accounts of world politics in the field of international
relations and will appeal to a wide readership in a range of fields.
This readable and cogent book provides a much-needed overview of the information revolution in a global context. First tracing the historical
evolution of communications since the development of the printing press, Elizabeth C. Hanson then explores the profound ways that new
information and communication technologies are transforming international relations. More people have access to more diverse sources of
information than ever before, as well as a greater capacity to influence national and international agendas. More transcontinental channels of
contact are available to more people in the world at far less cost than ever before in history. Hanson illustrates how these dramatic changes
have raised a set of key questions: What is the impact of the information revolution on diplomacy, foreign policymaking, and the conduct of
war? How are these new technologies affecting the structure of the global economy and the distribution of the world's wealth? How and to
what extent are they affecting the nation-state-its centrality in the international system, its sovereignty, and its relationship to its citizens? In
answering these questions, Hanson considers the controversies over the present and future impact of a radically new information and
communications environment as part of larger debates over globalization and the role of technology in historical change. Her carefully chosen
case studies and judicious use of relevant research provide a firm basis for readers to evaluate competing arguments on this contentious
issue.
Fully revised and updated, the second edition of Introduction to Global Politics places an increased emphasis on the themes of continuity and
change. It continues to explain global politics using an historical approach, firmly linking history with the events of today. By integrating theory
and political practice at individual, state, and global levels, students are introduced to key developments in global politics, helping them make
sense of major trends that are shaping our world. This is a highly illustrated textbook with informative and interactive boxed material
throughout. Chapter opening timelines contextualise the material that follows, and definitions of key terms are provided in a glossary at the
end of the book. Every chapter ends with student activities, cultural materials, and annotated suggestions for further reading that now include
websites. Key updates for this edition: New chapter on 'The causes of war and the changing nature of violence in global politics' New chapter
on 'Technology and global politics' Enhanced coverage of theory including post-positivist theories Uses ‘levels of analysis’ framework
throughout the text New material on the financial crisis, BRIC and Iran Introduction to Global Politics continues to be essential reading for
students of political science, global politics and international relations.
This book draws on Daoist yin/yang dialectics to move world politics from the current stasis of hegemony, hierarchy, and violence to a more
balanced engagement with parity, fluidity, and ethics. The author theorizes that we may develop a richer, more representative approach
towards sustainable and democratic governance by offering a non-Western alternative to hegemonic debates in IR. The book presents the
story of world politics by integrating folk tales and popular culture with policy analysis. It does not exclude current models of liberal
internationalism but rather brackets them for another day, another purpose. The deconstruction of IR as a singular unifying school of thought
through the lens of a non-Westphalian analytic shows a unique perspective on the forces that drive and shape world politics. This book
suggests new ways to articulate and act so that global politics is more inclusive and less coercive. Only then, the book claims, could IR
realize what the dao has always stood for: a world of compassion and care. The Dao of World Politics bridges the humanities and social
sciences, and will be of interest to scholars and students of the global/international, as well as policymakers and activists of the
local/domestic.
Now in its millennial edition, this popular text outlines an emerging international system that is both distinguishable from the past and stable
enough to prevail into the new century. Sure to provoke classroom discussion, The Shape of the Future is an ideal supplementary text for a
range of college courses on the contemporary world.
This edited volume provides a convenient entry point to the cutting-edge field of the international politics of technology, in an interesting and
informative manner. Technology and World Politics introduces its readers to different approaches to technology in global politics through a
survey of emerging fusions of Science and Technology Studies and International Relations. The theoretical approaches to the subject include
the Social Construction of Technology, Actor-Network Theory, the Critical Theory of Technology, and New Materialist and Posthumanist
approaches. Considering how such theoretical approaches can be used to analyse concrete political issues such as the politics of nuclear
weapons, Internet governance, shipping containers, the revolution in military affairs, space technologies, and the geopolitics of the
Anthropocene, the volume stresses the socially constructed and inherently political nature of technological objects. Providing the theoretical
background to approach the politics of technology in a sophisticated manner alongside a glossary and guide to further reading for
newcomers, this volume is a vital resource for both students and scholars focusing on politics and international relations.
Discusses the emergence of human rights prosecutions as a powerful political tool and the effect these trials have had on democracy, conflict
and world politics from Latin America to Europe and Africa. 10,000 first printing.
Now in its fifth edition, this title has been fully revised and updated in the light of recent developments in world politics, with new chapters on
the changing nature of war, human security, and international ethics.

A quick, step-by-step guide to developing the practical negotiating skills that every business manager needs. The authors cover
preparation, strategy development, getting started, building understanding, bargaining, and closing the deal. Managers learn
effective tools for negotiating within their own groups, including organizing successful meetings and techniques for building
consensus. What are the Most Common and Costly Mistakes Made by Ineffective Negotiating and How Can These Mistakes be
Avoided? What are the Underlying Principles and Stages Which Govern the Negotiation Process? How Should We Manage
Interpersonal Negotiations and What Are the Strategies and Tactics Used by Effective Negotiating Teams? What are the Different
Approaches to Multi-Party Negotiations and Which Approach is Most Effective for Negotiating Across Cultures? The Essence of
Management Series is an invaluable reference source for managers on short courses; for MBA and undergraduate students who
want to get quickly to the heart of the subject; and as reference material for managers and aspiring managers wishing to improve
their knowledge and skills.
rofessor Gilpin uses history, sociology, and economic theory to identify the forces causing change in the world order.
In this volume, scholars and teachers share ideas about new ways to teach history, culture and theory, as well as new topics such
as gender, information flows and discourse. This book is the product of a series of roundtable discussions conducted under the
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auspices of the Annual Meetings of the International Studies Association. At both the 1991 Meetings in Vancouver and the 1992
Meetings in Atlanta we were extremely gratified by the response to our roundtables on Teaching World Politics in the 1990s.
This book provides a critical understanding of contemporary world politics by arguing that the neoliberal approach to international
relations seduces many of us into investing our lives in projects of power and alienation. These projects offer few options for
emancipation; consequently, many feel they have little choice but to retaliate against violence with more violence. The authors of
this pioneering work articulate worldism as an alternative approach to world politics. It intertwines non-Western and Western
traditions by drawing on Marxist, postcolonial, feminist and critical security approaches with Greek and Chinese theories of politics,
broadly defined. The authors contend that contemporary world politics cannot be understood outside the legacies of these multiple
worlds, including axes of power configured by gender, race, class, and nationality, which are themselves linked to earlier histories
of colonizations and their contemporary formations. With fiction and poetry as exploratory methods, the authors build on their
‘multiple worlds’ approach to consider different sites of world politics, arguing that a truly emancipatory understanding of world
politics requires more than just a shift in ways of thinking; above all, it requires a shift in ways of being. Transforming World Politics
will be of vital interest to students and scholars of International Relations, Political Science, Postcolonial Studies, Social Theory,
Women's Studies, Asian Studies, European Union and Mediterranean Studies, and Security Studies.
Thoroughly updated in its fifth edition, World Politics in a New Era is a comprehensive and thought-provoking text for introductory
courses on world politics. Reflecting the changes that have occurred worldwide since the collapse of the Berlin Wall--including
recent upheavals in the financial sphere--the book integrates coverage of the competing threads of globalization and
fragmentation, examining how they tangle and weave through studies of global politics, economics, and culture. World Politics in a
New Era, Fifth Edition, provides a uniquely in-depth treatment of the field by introducing key contemporary issues with theory;
supporting these issues with historical context; and giving students the analytical tools to apply the theories to current issues. It
introduces the major theories used to explain international relations--realism, liberalism, constructivism, and a few select
alternatives--in Chapter 2, providing students with a primer on the topic. Discussions of these theories are then incorporated into
the narrative throughout the text, creating a useful framework for analysis. Extensive historical coverage in four chapters (3-6)
reviews key events in world politics from the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 to the present, offering students the best context to fully
comprehend the modern political stage. Chapters 7-14 cover key topics in contemporary world politics: security, trade and
investment, development, human and resource issues, global governance, and ethics. FEATURES: * "At a Glance" text boxes
apply the theories and levels of analysis--individual, domestic, and systemic--to each chapter's theme * "What Would You Do"
boxes profile real-life events, asking students to play the role of a world leader/decision maker and propose a solution that takes
into account the many complexities of world politics * "Spotlight" features in every chapter highlight interesting people, places, and
situations; discuss important international events and colorful personalities in greater depth; or focus on specific facets of complex
conflicts or theories NEW TO THIS EDITION: * Thoroughly updated to reflect the economic crisis, the changing security
environment, data on issues in population, migration, and health, and more * Refines the discussion of constructivism,
emphasizing that its significance equals that of realism and liberalism * Explains (in the four history chapters) how specific events
were chosen for study and why history itself is important SUPPLEMENTS: * A Companion Website at www.oup.com/us/spiegel
offers substantial review materials for students and password-protected resources for instructors * Instructor's Resource Manual
with Test Bank * Computerized Test Bank * PowerPoint-based slides * Instructor's Resource CD including the Instructor's
Resource Manual with Test Bank, the Computerized Test Bank, the PowerPoint-based slides, and graphics from the text
Brings together leading scholars to analyse the central issues of power, order, and change in world politics.
New Systems Theories of World Politics offers a fresh look at contemporary world politics. It uses a number of systems theoretical
approaches in order to analyze the structure and dynamics of the international system. While a rich tradition of systems theorizing
in International Relations emerged in the 1950s and 1960s, in recent years the study of world politics has tended to bypass
developments in systems theory in favor of micro-level theories. Drawing on advances in systems theorizing in both the social and
natural sciences, from agent-based modeling to quantum physics, this book explores the utility of reinvigorated systemic thought in
helping us to understand the contemporary global condition. The editors argue that the system of world politics can be analyzed in
a comprehensive fashion by continuing the pioneering work of theorists like Karl Deutsch.
The Globalization of World Politics, the bestselling introduction to international relations, offers the most comprehensive coverage
of the key theories and global issues in world politics. The eighth edition engages with contemporary global challenges, featuring a
brand new chapter on Refugees and Forced Migration and updated coverage of decolonization to ensure the book continues to
cover those topics that will define the key issues in IR into the future. Tailored pedagogical features help readers to evaluate key
IR debates and apply theory and concepts to real world events. A fully updated Opposing Opinions feature facilitates critical and
reflective debate on contemporary policy challenges, from decolonising universities to debates over migration and the state.
Leading scholars in the field introduce readers to the history, theory, structures and key issues in IR, providing students with an
ideal introduction and a constant guide throughout their studies. Students and lecturers are further supported by extensive online
resources to encourage deeper engagement with content: Student resources: International relations simulations encourage
students to develop negotiation and problem solving skills by engaging with topical events and processes IR theory in practice
case studies encourage students to apply theories to current and evolving global events Video podcasts from contributors help
students to engage with key issues and cases in IR Guidance on how to evaluate the Opposing Opinions feature, supporting
students to engage in nuanced debate over key policy challenges Interactive library of links to journal articles, blogs and video
content to deepen students' understanding of key topics and explore their research interests Flashcard glossary to reinforce
understanding of key terms Multiple choice questions for self-study help students to reinforce their understanding of the key points
of each chapter Revision guide to consolidate understanding and revise key terms and themes Instructor Resources: Case studies
help to contextualise and deepen theoretical understanding Test bank - fully customisable assessment questions to test and
reinforce students' understanding of key concepts Question bank - a bank of short answer and essay questions to promote
students' critical reflection on core issues and themes within each chapter Customisable PowerPoint slides help to support
effective teaching preparation Figures and tables from the book allow clear presentation of key data and support students' data
analysis
Joseph Nye coined the term "soft power" in the late 1980s. It is now used frequently—and often incorrectly—by political leaders, editorial
writers, and academics around the world. So what is soft power? Soft power lies in the ability to attract and persuade. Whereas hard
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power—the ability to coerce—grows out of a country's military or economic might, soft power arises from the attractiveness of a country's
culture, political ideals, and policies. Hard power remains crucial in a world of states trying to guard their independence and of non-state
groups willing to turn to violence. It forms the core of the Bush administration's new national security strategy. But according to Nye, the neoconservatives who advise the president are making a major miscalculation: They focus too heavily on using America's military power to force
other nations to do our will, and they pay too little heed to our soft power. It is soft power that will help prevent terrorists from recruiting
supporters from among the moderate majority. And it is soft power that will help us deal with critical global issues that require multilateral
cooperation among states. That is why it is so essential that America better understands and applies our soft power. This book is our guide.
Throughout much of Europe the preoccupation with military security that dominated political thinking after the end of the Second World War
has given way to an emphasis upon mutual interdependence. But what does this mean, both theoretically and practically, terms of a `new'
agenda? The focus of this book is upon four main issues: * economic development * security * the environment * human rights These are of
course not in themselves new issues, but during the period of the Cold War they were subordinated to the ideological division of the
continent. Now they have emerged as decisive in the way in which Europe will develop. The authors examine the four issues in depth, and
draw out the links between them. They also examine the various levels at which these problems exist - the level of the `system', of the state
and of the individual. Thus it is possible for them to illustrate general issues with specific reference to local, national and Europe-wide political
debates.
Prominent scholars and practitioners consider the role of global environmental politics in the face of increasing environmental stress.
Humanity's collective impact on the Earth is vast. The rate and scale of human-driven environmental destruction is quickly outstripping our
political and social capacities for managing it. We are in effect creating an Earth 2.0 on which the human signature is everywhere, a “new
earth” in desperate need of humane and insightful guidance. In this volume, prominent scholars and practitioners in the field of global
environmental politics consider the ecological and political realities of life on the new earth, and probe the field's deepest and most enduring
questions at a time of increasing environmental stress. Arranged in complementary pairs, the essays in this volume include reflections on
environmental pedagogy, analysis of new geopolitical realities, reflections on the power of social movements and international institutions,
and calls for more compelling narratives to promote environmental action. At the heart of the volume is sustained attention to the role of
traditional scholarly activities in a world confronting environmental disaster. Some contributors make the case that it is the scholar's role to
provide activists with the necessary knowledge and tools; others argue for more direct engagement and political action. All the contributors
confront the overriding question: What is the best use of their individual and combined energies, given the dire environmental reality?
Contributors Erik Assadourian, Frank Biermann, Wil Burns, Ken Conca, Peter Dauvergne, Daniel Deudney, Navroz Dubash, Richard Falk,
Joyeeta Gupta, Maria Ivanova, Peter Jacques, Sikina Jinnah, Karen T. Litfin, Michael F. Maniates, Elizabeth Mendenhall, Simon Nicholson,
Kate O'Neill, Judith Shapiro, Paul Wapner, Oran R. Young
The present ecological mutation has organized the whole political landscape for the last thirty years. This could explain the deadly cocktail of
exploding inequalities, massive deregulation, and conversion of the dream of globalization into a nightmare for most people. What holds
these three phenomena together is the conviction, shared by some powerful people, that the ecological threat is real and that the only way for
them to survive is to abandon any pretense at sharing a common future with the rest of the world. Hence their flight offshore and their
massive investment in climate change denial. The Left has been slow to turn its attention to this new situation. It is still organized along an
axis that goes from investment in local values to the hope of globalization and just at the time when, everywhere, people dissatisfied with the
ideal of modernity are turning back to the protection of national or even ethnic borders. This is why it is urgent to shift sideways and to define
politics as what leads toward the Earth and not toward the global or the national. Belonging to a territory is the phenomenon most in need of
rethinking and careful redescription; learning new ways to inhabit the Earth is our biggest challenge. Bringing us down to earth is the task of
politics today.
This book offers a non-Western feminist perspective on world politics and international relations. Creative, innovative, and challenging, it
seeks completely to transform contemporary Eurocentric and masculinist IR by re-presenting it in non-Western, non-masculinist, and nonacademic terms. Drawing on Daoist dialectics, the stories of Sihar and Shenya aim to redress such hegemonic imbalance by completing the
IR story. To the yang of power politics, this book offers a yin of fairy-tale. (Both are equally fantastical but to different purposes.) To the yang
of binary categories like Self vs Other, West vs Rest, hypermasculinity vs hyperfemininity, Sihar and Shenya show their yin complementarities
and complicities, inside and out, top and bottom, center and periphery. And to the yang of intransigent hegemony, Sihar & Shenya explores
the yin of emancipation through porous, water-like thought and behavior through venues like aesthetics and emotions. From this basis, we
begin to see another world with another kind of politics. Written with students of IR and world politics in mind, this book offers a postcolonial
bridge for IR/WP. Following an academic introduction to assist the reader, Ling moves away from traditional scholarship and into three
interlocking fables: Book I shows what an alternative world could look and feel like. Book II makes the implications for IR/WP more explicit. It
draws on the traditional Chinese notion of the five movements (wu xing) -- fire, metal, earth, wood, and water -- to illustrate iconic elements of
IR/WP -- power, wealth, security, love, and knowledge -- and how they could change according to circumstance and context.
Epilogue/Introduction: The Return brings the reader back into the Western world and focuses on modern-day PhD student Wanda who is
troubled by what she is learning, and searches for a different perspective. Engaging with the substantive problematiques at the heart of
international relations studies, this work is a unique and innovative resource for all students and scholars of international relations and world
politics.
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the international system has been unipolar, centered on the United States. But the rise of China
foreshadows a change in the distribution of power. Øystein Tunsjø shows that the international system is moving toward a U.S.-China
standoff, bringing us back to bipolarity—a system in which no third power can challenge the top two. The Return of Bipolarity in World Politics
surveys the new era of superpowers to argue that the combined effects of the narrowing power gap between China and the United States
and the widening power gap between China and any third-ranking power portend a new bipolar system that will differ in crucial ways from that
of the last century. Tunsjø expands Kenneth N. Waltz’s structural-realist theory to examine the new bipolarity within the context of
geopolitics, which he calls “geostructural realism.” He considers how a new bipolar system will affect balancing and stability in U.S.-China
relations, predicting that the new bipolarity will not be as prone to arms races as the previous era’s; that the risk of limited war between the
two superpowers is likely to be higher in the coming bipolarity, especially since the two powers are primarily rivals at sea rather than on land;
and that the superpowers are likely to be preoccupied with rivalry and conflict in East Asia instead of globally. Tunsjø presents a major
challenge to how international relations understands superpowers in the twenty-first century.
What would international relations look like if our theories and analyses began with individuals, families, and communities instead of
executives, nation-states, and militaries? After all, it is people who make up cities, states, and corporations, and it is their beliefs and
behaviors that explain why some parts of the world seem so peaceful while others appear so violent, why some societies are so rich while
others are so poor. Now in a fully updated and revised edition, this unique text on contemporary global politics begins with people, treating
them as "social individuals" with free will and human agency even as they are limited and disciplined by rules and rulers. Offering a fresh
approach to global politics, this dynamic author team trades perspectives with each other and with such eminent social theorists as Michel
Foucault and Hannah Arendt to develop their resonant theme. Using practical examples as well as theory, the authors show students how
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they can take charge of their lives and the politics that affect them, even in the context of a vast global economy and impersonal international
forces that sometimes seem out of control. Filled with idealism, yet firmly grounded in current realities, Global Politics as if People Mattered is
a fresh take on the proper place and potential of individuals in world politics—front and center, actively engaged in a way of life that is as
politically personal as it is politically powerful. This distinctive text, a perfect reading for lower-division politics courses, helps students to carve
out their own political space in the contemporary global order.
Rising powers such as Brazil, China, India, Russia, and Turkey are increasingly claiming heightened profiles in international politics. Although
differing in other respects, rising states have a strong desire for recognition and respect. This pioneering volume on status features
contributions that develop propositions on status concerns and illustrate them with case studies and aggregate data analysis. Four cases are
examined in depth: the United States (how it accommodates rising powers through hierarchy), Russia (the influence of status concerns on its
foreign policy), China (how Beijing signals its status aspirations), and India (which has long sought major power status). The authors analyze
status from a variety of theoretical perspectives and tackle questions such as: How do states signal their status claims? How are such signals
perceived by the leading states? Will these status concerns lead to conflict, or is peaceful adjustment possible?

The 2nd edition of Global Politics: A New Introduction continues to provide a completely original way of teaching and learning
about world politics. The book engages directly with the issues in global politics that students are most interested in, helping them
to understand the key questions and theories and also to develop a critical and inquiring perspective. Completely revised and
updated throughout, the 2nd edition also offers additional chapters on key issues such as environmental politics, nationalism, the
internet, democratization, colonialism, the financial crisis, political violence and human rights. Global Politics: Examines the most
significant issues in global politics – from war, peacebuilding, terrorism, security, violence, nationalism and authority to poverty,
development, postcolonialism, human rights, gender, inequality, ethnicity and what we can do to change the world Offers chapters
written to a common structure which is ideal for teaching and learning and features a key question, an illustrative example, general
responses and broader issues Integrates theory and practice throughout the text, by presenting theoretical ideas and concepts in
conjunction with a global range of historical and contemporary case studies Drawing on theoretical perspectives from a broad
range of disciplines including international relations, political theory, postcolonial studies, sociology, geography, peace studies and
development this innovative textbook is essential reading for all students of global politics and international relations.
Virtually all pertinent issues that the world faces today – such as nuclear proliferation, climate change, the spread of infectious
disease and economic globalization – imply objects that move. However, surprisingly little is known about how the actual objects of
world politics are constituted, how they move and how they change while moving. This book addresses these questions through
the concept of 'translation' – the simultaneous processes of object constitution, transportation and transformation. Translations
occur when specific forms of knowledge about the environment, international human rights norms or water policies consolidate,
travel and change. World Politics in Translation conceptualizes 'translation' for International Relations by drawing on theoretical
insights from Literary Studies, Postcolonial Scholarship and Science and Technology Studies. The individual chapters explore how
the concept of translation opens new perspectives on development cooperation, the diffusion of norms and organizational
templates, the performance in and of international organizations or the politics of international security governance. This book
constitutes an excellent resource for students and scholars in the fields of Politics, International Relations, Social Anthropology,
Development Studies and Sociology. Combining empirically grounded case studies with methodological reflection and theoretical
innovation, the book provides a powerful and productive introduction to world politics in translation.
With a framework based on interests, interactions, and institutions, World Politics gives students the tools to understand
international relations. In the thoroughly updated Fourth Edition, new Controversy units provide models for applying the concepts
in each chapter to real-world issues and events. New InQuizitive activities—created and tested by instructors who teach with World
Politics—then invite students to practice applying the analytical tools from the text to alternative examples and cases.
World Politics in a New EraOxford University Press, USA
Geopolitics identifies and scrutinizes the central features of geopolitics from the sixteenth century to the present. The book focuses
on five key concepts of the modern geopolitical imagination: * Visualising the world as a whole * The definition of geographical
areas as 'advanced' or 'primitive' * The notion of the state being the highest form of political organization * The pursuit of primacy
by competing states * The necessity for hierarchy.
Fully revised, the third edition of this popular text provides an incisive and accessible survey of the key issues in world politics.
Written by an international team of experts, this new edition combines brand new chapters with revised and updated chapters on
pressing issues such as climate change and resource security.
There have been significant political eras which have shaped not only the structure of world politics but the way in which it has
been studied. The geopolitical and ideological contours of the Cold War period, for example, had an impact on almost every
aspect of world politics and the study of international relations for around 45 years. This book argues that, just as the collapse of
the Soviet Union in the period following the fall of the Berlin Wall signalled the end of strategic polarization, it also marked the
apparent end of a particular form of polarized debate around political, social and economic ideas. The various new directions taken
by scholars of international relations in the post-Cold War era constitute a large part of a ‘new agenda' for the discipline. This
collection reflects the variety of issues and approaches that have become part and parcel of this agenda over the past ten years.
Issues tackled in this volume include the power of culture and ideology, the concept of globalisation, inequality, human rights and
security as well as reflections on new forms of polarization in the post-Cold War world. Each contributor addresses the nature of
changes and continuities in world politics, considers how the discipline of international relations itself has changed and reflects on
possible directions for the twenty-first Century. This book will be of great interest to scholars of international relations, global
politics, economics and related disciplines.
This completely revised and updated eighth edition serves as the definitive text for courses in which the United Nations is either
the focus or a central component. Built around three critical themes in international relations (peace and security, human rights
and humanitarian affairs, and sustainable human development) the eighth edition of The United Nations and Changing World
Politics guides students through the seven turbulent decades of UN politics. This new edition is fully revised to incorporate recent
developments on the international stage, including new peace operations in Mali and the Central African Republic; ongoing UN
efforts to manage the crises in Libya, Syria, and Iraq; the Iran Nuclear Deal; and the new Sustainable Development Goals. The
authors discuss how international law frames the controversies at the UN and guides how the UN responds to violence and
insecurity, gross violations of human rights, poverty, underdevelopment, and environmental degradation. Students of all levels will
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learn that the UN is a complex organization, comprised of three interactive entities that cooperate and also compete with each
other to define and advance the UN's principles and purposes.
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